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About NLC
For over 15 years, NLC has offered local changemakers place-based training and a national
network of support – propelling our alumni on trajectories that are creating the country we
aspire to be.

We recruit proximate leaders who have the expertise, experience, and resilience to implement
change, and provide the skills and network for them to make progress real.

Anchored by its six-month inclusive training program, the NLC Institute, our programs equip
proximate leaders with the skills and networks to make political and social change rooted in
equity. We recruit and trust those closest to the problems to know and lead the best solutions
for their communities. NLC leaders take their activism back into their communities and
workplaces, whether they run for office, manage advocacy campaigns, or create start-ups and
nonprofits.

More about our vision & theory of change can be found here.

About the Advisory Council
NLCʼs Advisory Council supports our mission through any number of various efforts such as:

● Serving as ambassadors for NLCʼs work within their sphere of influence
● Connecting NLCʼs leadership to other thought leaders in their network
● Championing opportunities for NLC alumni in their industries and organizations
● Supporting NLC's strategic and financial growth at the national and local levels
● Providing innovative counsel and guidance for creating ecosystems of local

changemakers from a diversity of identities, issues, and industries, who are leading
political and social change rooted in equity.

Advisory Council members commit to: speaking at a national NLC event, participating in
one NLC communications campaign (eg: quote for an article or social media post), and
attending one strategy session with the organizationʼs leadership a year. Advisory Council
members agree to their name and likeness being referenced on NLC materials. They serve a
two year term, though are welcome to extend this commitment.

https://www.newleaderscouncil.org/the-nlc-institute/
https://www.newleaderscouncil.org/about/

